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High-quality contact lenses at affordable prices 
delivered straight to your door

that more than 55,000 customers give Vision Direct 

an average rating of 9.6/10 on Trustpilot. 

Visit the Vision Direct Eye Care Centre for advice 

on caring for and wearing contact lenses, taking 

care of your eyes and enjoying healthy vision. Learn 

about eye tests, prescriptions and how to enjoy 

comfortable, clear vision.

*Terms and conditions: Delivery fee is £2.98. Free trial packs only available for everclearTM ADM and cannot be transferred to other 
products. No minimum spend applies. When trialing a new lens for the very first time we recommend consulting your optician first.

When it comes to eye care, do you find yourself 

relying on high street opticians? Unsure if you 

can find quality contact lenses online? Or have 

you found yourself stuck in an expensive direct 

debit scheme? We have good news for you – 

there is a better way to buy contact lenses. 

With Vision Direct you can rely on the trusted 

advice provided by our in-house experts and 

avoid the hassle of having to visit your optician 

in-store. Once you find the lenses you need, 

placing your order online will take less than 

a minute. And our next day delivery service 

means you get your lenses within 24 hours. 

Save up to 45% on the best lenses: take 

advantage of our huge variety of trusted brands 

in stock including Acuvue, Air Optix, Dailies 

and Biofinity at a great price. 

You can buy from us with confidence, 

knowing Vision Direct’s award-winning 

customer service team are able to help 

24/7. It’s no coincidence 

Discover everclear ADM today, the best-
selling contact lenses from Vision Direct’s 
exclusive everclear range. Enter 3TRIAL at 
the checkout on visiondirect.co.uk/everclear 
to get a free* trial of everclear ADM!  
Call 020 7768 5000 for more information. 

Almost a quarter (22%) of Brits  

aged 18-65 suffer from blisters each year  

and with characteristic pain and discomfort, 

they can literally stop you in 

your tracks. 

Compeed is the must-have 

blister plaster to help you 

quickly get back on your feet, 

without letting an irritating 

blister get in the way. Compeed 

blister plasters are one of life’s small solutions that 

make a big difference. They provide instant pain 

relief, better adhesion and 20% faster healing than 

ordinary plasters. 

Applying just one Compeed plaster seals 

the blister and forms a second skin that 

absorbs moisture from the blister until it 

heals. Designed to fit better and be discreet, 

they provide deep cushioning, are sweat- and 

water-proof so they stay in place and protect 

the wound from bacteria and dirt.

Compeed Blister Plaster Medium is £5.49 for 

five (RRP). The range also includes a Small size, 

plus variants 

for High Heels, 

Sports and a  

Mix pack.

When blisters strike, carry on with Compeed®

Available in major supermarkets and 
pharmacies nationwide. So whatever path 
you’re on, Compeed keeps you on track.  
Visit compeed.co.uk for more information. 

Suffering from aches and pains in  

the knee is a common issue for many 

people in the UK. It’s important 

not to neglect your muscles and 

joints as the smallest of injuries can 

sometimes lead to sprains, strains 

and instability, hindering the simplest 

of everyday tasks and movements.

 By using a support such as the 

Neo G Stabilized Open Knee Support 

whilst walking or exercising, you can 

help to prevent injuries, as well as 

reduce the possibility of worsening 

existing ones. 

Neo G offers a range of medical 

grade orthopaedic and sports 

supports, designed by qualified 

orthopaedic engineers for all ages 

and body types. 

Knee pain sufferers unite with Neo G

The Stabilized Open Knee Support and wider Neo G range is available at Boots instore  
and at boots.com/neo-g. For more information, visit neo-g.co.uk or call 01423 507 309.

Treat your swallowing and reflux problems

For free shipping use code CHECKLIST at 
iqoro.com. Email info@iqoro.com or call 
0203 966 0723 for more information.

these functions. Training takes just 30 seconds 

three times per day and can be performed at home 

or wherever you find yourself. 

This revolutionary method is underpinned by a 

series of peer-reviewed, internationally-published 

clinical studies and has helped over 14,000 people 

to date. IQoro is a CE-marked Class 1 Medical 

Product recognised by the National Institute for 

Health and Care Excellence (NICE) as “the only 

device available for treating hiatus hernia with 

oral neuromuscular training and the intended 

place in therapy is as an alternative to long-

term proton pump inhibitor medication, or to 

laparascopic fundoplication surgery”.

Many people suffer from swallowing 
difficulties – dysphagia – or acid reflux, 

snoring and sleep apnoea. These problems 

can affect anyone, and at any age.  

A new neuromuscular treatment,  

IQoro®, trains the slack internal 

musculature and allows people to  

regain their former quality of life. 

Dysphagia brings with it swallowing 

problems, facial or throat paralysis and 

speech difficulties. Hiatus hernia is 

accompanied by acid reflux (GORD), 

heartburn, nausea or a sensation of a 

lump in the throat or chest. Snoring  

and apnoea disturb sleep and bring 

daytime tiredness. 

IQoro addresses all these issues simply, 

effectively and without surgery. IQoro is a  

hand-held and self-administered 

neuromuscular training device that strengthens 

the affected muscles and encourages the 

relevant nerve systems to and from the brain 

to improve, rebuild and regain control over all 

Looking to build your 
own home gym?  
Look no further...

Get in touch and we can help you build your 
own home gym. Visit jllfitness.com, email 
info@jllfitness.co.uk or call 0800 6123 988.

If you are looking to build your very  

own home gym, so you can work out in the 

comfort of your own home, look no further.  

At JLL Fitness, we offer a great range of 

cardio equipment, treadmills, rowing 

machines, indoor cycling bikes and more. 

We also supply a diverse range of weight and 

yoga equipment. 

Our in-home premium 500 Series is 

designed to be stylish and easy to store 

within your own home. The 500 Series 

is built with you in mind. Thanks to the 

ergonomic design, you can always work out in 

full comfort. 

The 500 Series monitor helps you keep track 

of your speed, distance, calorie, time and pulse 

while you are working out, and so helping  

you stay focused on your goals. 

Our T350 Folding Treadmill is perfect for 

in-home use. The running deck has a 16-point 

cushion system which reduces the impact on your 

joints when running. It can fold up too, giving you 

back vital floor space, and boasts fantastic features, 

including Bluetooth connectivity – so you can 

listen to your favourite music from any Bluetooth 

device. Our T350 Folding Treadmill also has 20 

running programmes that can test your limits, 

featuring 20 levels of incline and 18km/h top 

speeds, so you can amplify your fitness training.

Iron is essential to life. It contributes to the 

reduction of tiredness and fatigue and also plays 

an important role in normal energy metabolism, 

oxygen transport, cognitive function, immune 

function and formation of red blood cells and 

haemoglobin.

Active Iron’s ground-breaking protein 

formula is specially formulated by scientists 

to help prevent constipation and reduce gut 

Making iron better…

Get 50% off Active Iron’s entire range. 
Use the code CHECKLIST at activeiron.com, 
hollandandbarrett.com or boots.com 

irritation from iron. It’s 

kind even on an empty 

stomach and clinically 

proven to give twice the 

absorption.

Monthly periods 

are the most common 

cause of iron loss 

worldwide. Research 

shows that women of 

childbearing age need 

2-3 times more iron than men. Active Iron is  

also suitable for vegetarians – although a 

vegetarian diet will be high in iron rich foods, 

these plant-based (non-haem) sources of iron  

are poorly absorbed.

There is the equivalent of 17 cups of spinach in 

one capsule of Active Iron – that is a lot of iron!

Your body is precious and it pays to look after yourself.  
Here are a variety of ideas to be – and stay – healthy

Glaucoma 

is a serious, 

progressive eye 

disease which, 

left untreated, can 

lead to blindness. 

It can be difficult to detect without an eye test 

as most types of glaucoma have no symptoms. 

Glaucoma is sometimes caused by an increase 

in pressure in the eye when the fluid cannot 

drain adequately. 

iStent inject® W – the advanced device for 
glaucoma therapy

For more information visit the website at 
glaukos.com/en-uk/

Damage to the optic nerve is irreversible and  

can lead to loss of field of vision and even 

blindness. Early diagnosis is crucial and lowering 

the eye pressure is the most effective way to 

 control glaucoma. 

Once diagnosed, the most common treatment 

is prescription eye drops, which will help to 

either reduce the fluid production or increase 

the drainage of fluid from the eye. Some patients 

have difficulty using eye drops or experience side 

effects from the drops. Trabecular micro-bypass 

surgery, namely iStent implantation, can be a good 

alternative treatment.

iStent inject® W comprises microscopic 0.36mm 

stents which are implanted into the eye. The stents, 

invisible to the human eye, work by helping to 

restore the eye’s natural fluid outflow, reducing 

ocular pressure.

The surgery is quick and safe and can be carried 

out at the same time as cataract surgery, or during a 

separate procedure1. 

At Queen Victoria Hospital they have previously 

published research demonstrating that iStent 

inject® W is effective at both lowering eye pressure 

and reducing the number of drops patients need 

to take after stent placement. Their latest research 

outcomes, which focused on patient quality of 

life and eye comfort after stent surgery, is very 

encouraging. It supports an international study 

which shows 72% of patients who were treated with 

iStent inject® W no longer need to take glaucoma 

medication after 12 months2. 

The surgery is quick and safe and can be carried 

out at the same time as cataract surgery, or during a 

separate procedure1. The surgery is quick and safe 

and can be carried out at the same time as cataract.

Mr Gok Ratnarajan is director of

glaucoma services at Queen Victoria 

Hospital, East Grinstead

1. Voskanyan L, Garcia-Felijoo J, Belda J, Fea A, Junemann A, Baudouin 
C. Prospective, unmasked evaluation of the iStent inject® system for 
open-angle glaucoma: Synergy trial. Adv Ther. 2014;31:189-201
2. Neuhann TH. Trabecular micro-bypass stent implantation during 
small-incision cataract surgery for open angle glaucoma or ocular 
hypertension: Long-term results. J.Cataract Refract Surg. 2015; 41: 
2664-2671 

Feeling comfortable and secure in older age is vital, as is maintaining the lifestyle 
and choices that make you who you are. At Quantum Care they have over 28 years’ 
experience of delivering first class care and support. They have a track record of 
working with older people and their families to create bespoke, high quality care 
packages that are delivered with kindness and compassion by professional teams. 
Choosing Quantum Care means choosing to live later life well. 

Making long-term care a positive choice

For information call 01707 393293 
or visit quantumcare.co.uk

Download the Urban app on iOS and 
Android now, or book at urban.co today. 
For £10 off your first treatment, book with 
code ENERGY10. Offer ends 31 May.

Discover the easiest way to book at-home 

wellness. Just pick a treatment, then choose a 

qualified, trusted therapist – then they can be 

with you in an hour.  

Available in London, Manchester and 

Birmingham, choose from over 15 styles of 

massage, including deep tissue, Swedish and 

Thai. You’ll even find massages to help with 

sleep, or specialist treatments for helping tired 

muscles recover. 

You can book expert nail treatments, facials, 

lashes and waxing, or home consultations with 

qualified osteopaths and physios. Training for a 

race? Book a fitness instructor for a one-to-one 

session tailored to your goals. 

Your pro will arrive with everything they 

need for your treatment or session, including 

a massage table and all the right products. 

Urban pros are excited to be giving 

treatments again now lockdown’s lifted, but 

they’re still taking Covid-19 safety seriously. 

They’re specially trained and will wear all the 

right PPE, following strict hygiene measures 

from the moment they arrive.

Pros must also pass rigorous checks before they 

can give treatments on Urban. That means proving 

they have all the right knowledge, skills, equipment 

and insurance. 

Since all pros on Urban are self-employed, 

working on their own time and their own terms, 

you’re doing your bit to support a local business 

every time you book.

Book at-home massage and more on the Urban app

Call 0800 567 7618 and quote code WES50E 
for £50 off or visit feneticwellbeing.com 
to order yours.

A superior riser recliner at an affordable price

The way you sit has a profound effect on 

your mobility and wellbeing. That’s why for 

millions of people, a riser recliner chair is a life-

changing investment.

But with so much choice available, finding 

the right one can feel overwhelming. The 

Fenetic Westminster is one chair that makes 

your decision easier than ever.

Which?, the independent experts say: “For 

speed, ease of use and comfort this chair is a 

worthy Best Buy.” They endorsed the Westminster 

as a Which? Best Buy 2020 for Riser Recliners.

The Westminster offers exceptional value, 

boasting features usually found on the most 

expensive chairs.

Sit back and relax or rise to your feet 

effortlessly. You can even gently adjust the 

lumbar support and headrest to reduce neck, 

back, and shoulder pain. 

Details include a luxurious stitched split button 

back design, USB charging port to keep your phone 

or tablet charged and within reach, and a handy 

storage pocket for books or magazines.

Available in fabric or leather in a range of 

colours, the traditional shape fits beautifully 

alongside existing decor. With fast, free two-person 

delivery and home set up within two working days, 

plus 12-month warranty included.

Fenetic Wellbeing is the mobility retailer of choice 

for over 250,000 satisfied customers and counting. 

The Westminster is available from just £899.99.

Health & Wellbeing Checklist is an independent spread of advertorial from Hurst Media Company. While every care is taken in ensuring that the content is in compliance with the Advertising Standards Authority and The UK Code of Non-Broadcast Advertising and Direct & Promotional 
Marketing (CAP Codes), the publishers assume no responsibility in the effect rising therefrom, and readers are advised to seek professional advice before acting on any information.

ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT

To advertise with Health & Wellbeing Checklist, please call Hurst Media Company on 0203 478 6017

The Health & Wellbeing Checklist is a  
full-colour, tabloid-sized double-page 
spread of advertorial content published in 
the Daily Express.

The Express readers are health-conscious, 
with 58% eating more healthy food than they 
have in the past. The Health & Wellbeing 
Checklist serves as the essential guide to help 
them make positive changes in order to lead 
a healthier, happier lifestyle.  

It showcases a high-quality selection of 
products and services, ranging from over-
the-counter remedies, specialist clinics, 
beauty and cosmetic treatments, alternative 
therapy, diet and fitness solutions and 
homecare and mobility options.

Published in the Daily Express, the Health 
& Wellbeing Checklist is the perfect shop 
window for brands and organisations to 
benefit from a large, mature readership who 
are interested in health and wellbeing and 
are open to exploring new ways to improve 
their lifestyle. 

• 80% of Express readers agree 'to  
stay healthy it is important to  
exercise regularly'

• 1 in 3 Express readers visit a leisure 
centre, gym or health club

• A total of 84% of Daily Express readers  
are over 55. 

Average print readership  
of the Daily Express

672k

of readers are  
55 and over

84%

of readers are  
ABC1C2

74%

minutes is the average time spent 
reading the Daily Express
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Competition upgrade

£6,000

£4,500

£3,250

£1,000

RATE CARD

• The Daily Express has a 
circulation of 320,446

• 672,936 is the average 
readership

• Distributed UK wide

DISTRIBUTIONDEMOGRAPHICS

CLICK HERE TO SEE THE COMPETITION MEDIA PACK
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AGE

15-34                   6%

35-54                10%

55-74                               42%

75+                                                             42%

GENDER

53% 47%
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Health & Wellbeing Checklist is advertorial content compiled by Hurst Media Company Ltd which 
takes sole responsibility for the content, but is published in Daily Express

All bookings are made subject to our Terms & Conditions of advertising, which are available here: 
hurstmediacompany.co.uk/hurst-media-advertising-terms

CONTACT DETAILS 
Hurst Media Company, United House, North Road, N7 9DP 
Company number: 08357910 VAT number: 161866882

MEDIA SALES 
Tel: 0203 478 6017 Fax: 0203 478 6018 
sales@hurstmediacompany.co.uk

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT 
Tel: 0203 770 4020 
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk

SUPPLYING CONTENT

DESIGN PROCESS
• Once all material is submitted according to specification,  

Hurst Media will layout your advertorial within the pre-approved 
house style of the publication.

• Supplied copy will by subedited by Hurst Media's editorial team. 
Spelling, grammar and punctuation will also be corrected to the 
house style.

• Layouts may vary depending on style of images and/or text supplied.

APPROVALS & AMENDMENTS
• Hurst Media will provide a PDF for client approval. 

• The client will have the option of two rounds of amendments  
before final approval is required. Please ensure any amendments are 
clear and concise.

• Approval is required within 48 hours.

• Please note that the newspaper must also approve all advertorials and 
they reserve the right to make changes or corrections to ensure copy 
passes their compliance standards.

IMAGE SPECIFICATIONS*

• CMYK images in JPEG, TIFF or PSD format. 

• All images are high resolution (at least 300dpi). 

• Please supply images at their original size and aspect ratio.  
We will crop images to an appropriate size when laying out  
your advertorial.

• Please do not supply images with any copy i.e. slogans on top. 

• We recommend supplying lifestyle images depicting your target 
audience, service or general message; or product shots.

COPY SPECIFICATIONS
• Total word count includes max. 10 words for headline and  

max. 20 words for a call to action.

• Hurst Media reserve the right to make changes, including 
grammatical changes and corrections to ensure supplied copy 
meets house style.

FILE TRANSFER WARNING: EMAIL ATTACHMENT LIMIT

Files less than 8mb (total attachment limit) can be emailed to 
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk. Larger files can be sent to 
production@hurstmediacompany.co.uk via the free file sharing service 
wetransfer.com. Please clarify in your message your company name, 
publication, theme and on sale date as per your booking.

*  Image use subject to editorial discretion and may vary depending quality, size and layout. We cannot 
guarantee the quality of the final print for images supplied outside of these specifications. 

Bespoke advertorials (in which Hurst Media supplies the copy ONLY, and all images/logos are provided by the 
client) will be charged at a further 10%, or a one-off fee of £150, whichever is greater. 
 
Image sourcing conducted by Hurst Media on behalf of the client will be charged at a fee of £25. 
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HEADLINE

120-150 words

i.e. Discount offer, website, phone, or social links

2 images + logo
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1 image + logo

Total word count
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Images
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200-250 words 
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2 images + logo
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Call to 
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Images

70-100 words 
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1 image + logo
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action
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